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CODNTY FAIR.
monthly average report to be read out
THE ACADEMY.
In school ohe fourtn Friday of each
month and sent to the Parents or
Our Fair to be Held Oct. 1, 2 and 3
each Pupil.
SAN JUAN COUNTY'S PRO- Guardian of
at Locke's Grove, near
ARTICLE XVII
POSED NEW SCHOOL.
Farniingtnn.
The Teachers shall have the Pupils
review the fourth week in each month
itie kollowliit are Some of the Rules all that they have studied during that At a representative meeting held at
month and publicly examine them on
mnd the Conditions Con
the same the fourth Friday of that The Times office last Tuesday, it was
templated.
month,, also shall have a public exam resolved that the San Juan county
ih&tion at the end of each term on all fair be held on the First, (1), Second,
(21, and Third (3) days of October
studied during the term.
next, (Tuesday, Wednesday and
ARTICLE XVIII.
Thursday.)
ARTICLE I.
W. S WEIGHTMAN
MANAGER
reason
for
The
the
change
in
the
The
not
Teachers
Pushall
allow
a
be
shall
company
The name of this
10 would be too
9
All kinds of ranch produce handled.
Fruit, IJay. Grain and Foviaieaa.
'SAN JUAN ACADEMY" Corpora-Man- . pil to pass from one grade to another date is that Sept. and
early
for
the
apples
late
and
too
soon
until he is proficient in the grade from
( Farmington, New Mexico.
Next door to F. U. Grahams' warehouse.
for the late fruit and that every kind
which it is sought to promote him.
ARTICLE It.
of produce wouli be better advanced Durango
Colo.
- v
ARTICLE XIX.
The capital stock shall be $25,000.
by October.
stock, divided into
An exceedingly courteous letter has
The Board of Directors shall choose
t,600sbareB of pur valae of $10 each.
tbe necessary Officers and shall meet been received by Mr. MsHenry from
ARTICLE III.
as often as may be thought fit for the Mrs. Lillian Hartman Johnson, ac
The regular annual meeting of the transaction of business.
cepting the invitation to speak during
tockholders shall be the last Saturthe fair. Her subject will be "ReminARTICLE XX.
day in June.
iscence." Mrs. Johnson is well known
ARTICLE IV.
A meeting of the Directors can be as an eloquent and able speaker. She
The business of this company shall called at any time by any two Direc- is thoroughly acquainted with this
he transacted by a board of five Di- tors giving seven days' notice thereof western country, with its progress,
I have subdivided and laid out in
rectors elected in the manner directed in writing to the other Directors.
peculiarities and customs and an inTOWN LOTS
PROPOSE O HUlliOINO.
by law, wli i shall give good and sufil
teresting discourse is an assu: ed
Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the town of FarmmgUu
lent Bonds for the faithful performBuilding to be 40 feet square, two fact,
Mrs. J. Ellen Foster has kindly ac lhe lots are one acre each and wil' be sold on
ance of their dutiec an directors.
stories high, of brick.
Lower floor, two roomB 20x24; two cepted the invitation of the fair comARTICLE V.
VERY EASY TERMS.
mittee, through Mr. McHenry, to
The object of this company is to rooms 16x20.
A good water right goes with each lot. The north, 'line of this tra
Upper story, Chapel and Lecture speak at our fair Her chosen subject is only two blocks from the
erect suitable buildings in which to
room,
24x40; two recitation rooms will follow Mrs. Johnson's, "National
operate a graded school and to carry
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET OF FARMINGTON.
16x20
Reminiscences" will bo an appropri
each.
Eduen such school with all grades of
I also have 400 ucr s oi
Probable cost. $3000.
ate title to the addrpps t: be delivered
cation that are demanded in the comat our fair by this renowned and brilmunity and means can be obtained to
GOOD FARM AND ORCHARD LAND
liant orator
furnish.
to
Adapted
the rais'eir of apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, pears,
ARTICLE VI.
Mrs. Johnson speaks on Tuesday plums, prunes, grapes Rd all otier deciduouB fruits and alfalfa, from
H.
The Board of Directors shall cause a
the second dav of tne fair at 3 o'clock. which a person can hole
e of the
thorough canvass to be made for the
Mrs. Foster speaks on Wednesday
MS IN THE COUNTY.
BEST
PRODUCE
ale of stock and shall keep the stock
the third day of the fair at 10:30 a. m.
n the market until all is sold and as
is under cultivation and I have sever
A
amount
of
u
laud
large
Messrs. Cooper, Pierce, Laughren
orchards
bearing
soon as enough stock is sold to assure
and Hill were appointed to look after
COMMISSION
my own land and cm thereby save yon an agent's commisbusiness, shall employ a Superintend
the preparation of the grounds, the sion.I Call on me or address me lock box 777.
nt who shall prosecute the building
Locke Grove, Farmington.
MERCHANT.
as fast as possible under their direcSeveral noted speakers will be intion.
s
to address the people. Tho
vited
Durango
Colo.
FARMINGTON, N. M.
ARTICLE VII.
band will also be asked to favor us
The Board of Directors shall make
with their music
an annual report to the Stockholders
A dance will be given on the new
W.W.BREDIILH.D.J.C,
at their annual meeting and shall keep
Willett bridge across the nimas. The
their books open for the inspection of
bridge will be prepared by then.
the Stockholders.
SURGEON.
The fair will b u g neral lair, inARTICLE VIII.
cluding stock, produce and any other
The Board of Directors shall inform Graduate Trinity University, Toronto. article the people think well to bring
or send for exhibition.
themselves of teachers and their adapSpecialties,
Stock will be accommodated.
tation to ti e wants of the Academy
GYNACOLOGY,
There .8 no regular prize list, but diand endeavor to employ teachers who
ARY SURGERY, ploma v: ikely be given
want to build up or sustain a good re- GENITO-URIThofnlo. ng 2"ntlemen were
putation as teachers.
STRICTURE, ETC.
(umitteeto see the peo
AtlTlCLE IX.
Office in of rear San Juan Drug Store, ple and
e collection of exhibits:
The Board of Directors shall select a
U
A.VB9.
Uedar mil.
A.
:
:
COLORADO
series of Text Books and fix the grades DURANGO
W m
oy,
Aztec,
lei
for the several departments that will
J. SCOTT, Flora Vista,
give thorough instruction,
Harry Allen, La Plata.
ARTICLE X.
OH HOT
Sam Ent, La Plata,
All kinds Navajo Blankets
A bargain in men's & boys' straw hats.
The Board shall provide for a short
W. H. Jones, La Plata,
Business Course embracing Penman8. D. Webster, Fruiiland,
and
ship, Shorthand,
"
J. R. Young,
J. A. LAUGHREN, Propr.
such other helps as will prepare puPercy Collyer,"
pils for business in a short time.
R. H. Fisher, Largo,
I

1

IUHMMLAW.

Commission, Storage &

Brokerage.

s.

South

FarminP'toii.

- -

COPELAND.

M.

I

k

S. R. Blake.

Man-co-

F. M.

PIERCE.

Will make

CUT RATES ON

i

CLOTHING

LADIES'

AND

SHOES

For cash for the next thirty days.

FARIM

EL

Aa:ent for

Book-keepin-

ARTICLE XI.

The Board of Directors shall not sell
or mortgage the building or grounds
for the site without the consent of the
Holders of a majority of the Stock.

First-Clas-

Accommodations

s

At

Reasonable Rates.

ARTICLE XII.

When a called meeting of the StockFarmington
holders is needed, the Directors shall
notify ench Stockholder in writing in
time for such to rach his poBbofflce
ten days before the time of holding
the meeting.

New Mexloo

The

Brunswick?.

ARTICLE XIII.

The Board of Directors shall hold in
Mofflt & Gaunt, Propr'a,
the Treasury all increase in sales of
land over coat and expense of transfer:
Durango
:
Colorado
ring and all other profits overrunning
expenses and pay the same oat as a
Handles only the
Dividend on tht paid np stock at the
Celebrated Joel B Frazier Whisky
annual meeting.
ARTICLE XIV.

The Brunswick is a resort for genThis School shall be purely
No teacher tlemen, and handles only the beet
and
hall be employed or rejected on ac- brands of liquors and cigars.
count ef his or her Denominational or
Political Affiliation!, yet no tecber
hall be employed who is not a Chris-Ma- n
H.S.WILLIAMS., M. 0., C. M.
in faith and practice.

The Monarch Bicycle

"
D. Lobato,
H. S Hubbard. Junction City.
0. H. Mctlo.iry and Homer Hays
have been appointed marshals of the
The easiest
day. They are authorized to see to
ered here.
and preserve order on the grounds
during the fair.
V. R. N. Greaves, Secretary.

GET THE BEST

Whan yon are about to buy a Sewing Machine
do not be deceived bv alluring advertisements
and be led to think you can'get the best made,
finest finished and

Most Popular
for a mere song. See to It that
you buy from reliable manu-

facturers that have gained a
reputation by honest and squaro
dealing, you will then get a
Sewing Machine that is noted
the world over for its durability. You want the one that
is easiest to manage and is

Non-Sectari-

Light Running

Non-Politica-

ARTICLE

XV.

The Teachers shall be required to
pen and close the school of each day
with a short service of roading ef
Hcripture, Song and Prayer.
ARTICLE XVI.

The Teaohers shall keep a daily
Register of the standing in Reoita tioa
and General Deportment of saeh Pxk
jJtl from whioh they shall make- -

L. B. C. P. 4 8., Landon, England.
Quean's Unoernitj, Canada

There is none In the world that
can equal In mechanical construction, durability of working
parts, fineness of finish, beauty
in appearance, or has as many
Improvements as the

New Home

alike
It has Automatic Tension, DoublenoPeed,
other has
on both sides of needle patented),
it; New Stand ( patented), dn ring wheel hinged
to
on adi ustable centers, thus reducing friction

SPECIALTY jt, Bar, Not and
osa and Mental Diseases.

hrost. Nerv

the minimum.

WRITE FOB CIRCULARS.

riding machine made, Will be sold at faotory prices deliv

F. M. PIERCE.
FARMINGTON

in

Newton

m

Graf, Prop's

GENERAL AND MACHINE
Blacksmi thing.
Carriages, Buggies and Wagons Made and
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.

Horseshoeing: a Spcialty

THE HEW HOSE SEWIHG MACHIHE CO.
Offloa

tarns go

Newman Building.

Colorado

au numnsoo, Cal. atlaXTA, ua.
ron sale bv

310 N. 11th

at., tit. Louis, Mo.

Read The Times.

THE SAN JUAN TIMES. MUSIC AT THE NORTH.
NORWAY AND SWEDEN MAY CO
FARMINOTON,

TO

NEW MEXICO.

We have pretty much quit hunting
for the north pole and are hunting for
the hunters.
Woman Is very apt to return Indifference for hatred and hatred for indifference.
A great many people who have no
business to get married, and who are
not fit for Buch a step, are legally en-

titled

to

take

It.

Now that ladies have taken to the
wheel the men don't bend over so much.
This is no doubt because they like to
sit up with the girls.

Even New Jersey has cyclones. The
one at Cherry Hill, where five persons
were killed, outblew the average westby a large majority..

ern hurricane

It may possibly be true that everything comes to him who waits, but Harvard need not expect to win victory
from Yale by playing the waiting act.
As a seat of learning Harvard may do,
in the higher branches of college
knowledge, which cover boat racing
and football, she is "not in it" with
Yale lately.

but

Now Mrs. O'Leary is dead, and no one

will never know positively whose fault
it was that her cow kicked over the
lamp in Chicago on the evening rf October 8, 1871,
Whisky, after its consumption, leads
murder in other states, but in South
Carolina the visible supply in keg form
li&s the same effect. This shows race
degeneration.
"to

A spectacle for gods and

little fishes:
A British ministry creating a lot of
new peers, and then appealing to the
country with the cry of "Down with the
House of Lords!"
Two Chicago aldermen have been indicted for soliciting money to prevent
the passage of an ordinance one of them
had introduced. Who says this isn't
an age of reform?

WAR,

King Oscar

Aerated of Reversing the
Article of In Ion Norwegian
May
Establish a Republic ttmtsla and Germany Watching.

(Copenhagen Correspondence.) '
LOSE students of
the pslitlcal situaamong
tion
the
Swede and Norwegians, Ihe two nations dwelling on
opposite sides of the
range
rocky
of
mountains which divides the Scandipeninsula
navian
to
from
north
south,, fear that before long the bickerings between the
two will become so serious as to scare
away from Europe the white-wingpeace angel that has hovered over the
continent ever since the Franco-Prussia- n
war.
If war should be declared between
Sweden and Norway, these observers
predict, the trouble would by no means
be restricted to the Scandinavian peninsula. So restricted, It would not be of
very serious Import to the world at
large, but of late It has been apparent
that Germany has great sympathy for
the Swedish side of the controversy,
while Russia has been manifesting
equal interest In the Norwegians. So
far has the matter gone, In fact, that
that the newspapers of Berlin have
more than once hinted at the advlslbll-It- y
of sending a fleet of German war
vessels to the Bay of Chrlstlanla, on
which the capital city of Norway is located, while the Journals of St. Petersburg and Moscow, which are never allowed to print a line disapproved by the
official censors, have alluded quite as
directly to the possible necessity of dispatching a Russian squadron to Stockholm, the Swedish capital.
If the
Swedes and Norwegians should come to
blows while Russian and German ships
were In their waters watching to keen
the peace, there seems to be little doubt
that Russia and Germany might both
bear a hand, and it does not need great
Insight In to the existing strained relations between the powers to perceive
that after that the red deluge of war
would be apt to flow over all Europe.
It would require many newspaper
columns to adequately explain the details of the disputes that have arisen
between the halves of the Scandinavian
ed

Norway was !n the hands of a foreign
W. R. BOWMAN,
man from a foreign land. " Deputy
The First National Bank Dmng.
Nellson, president of the storthing, or
congress, and leader of the Left, re
Established 1881.
fused to call Rand to order for this
Paid in capital
$87,000.00
characterization, and this refusal has
Surplus
fund
16,000.00
V.
caused King Oscar to declare that there
A. P. Camp, president; John L.
OFFICERS:
is no provision In the Norwegian consti
Practices in all State, Territorial
McNeil, V. P.; WrAj Vaile, Cashier.
tution making it mandatory upon the
monarch to change his ministry at the
demand of the legislative branch of the
and Federal C
government.
For first Glass uork;
In order to make the radical demands
cltar It will be necessary to devote a
few lines to the early history of the
Farmington,
GO TO
New Mexico.
Scandinavians.
Undoubtedly the Danish, Swedish and Norwegian races were
originally one, but dlfftrences of envl
ronment have developed marked differ
ences In language, customs and char
acter. In the eighth, ninth and tenth
centuries, the vikings of Norway were
known and feared In many lands, but
with the introduction of Christianity In
V. R. N. GREAVES,
the eleventh century the Norsemen lost
their fierce nnd warlike character and
Attorney at Law,
the small cl 's were at the same time
brought Into subjection by King Olai
Farmington, New Mexico.
the Saint, who reigned from 1015 to 1030,
He employs none but firet class tailors
but was killed In a war with King Knud
to do his work.
of Denmark. In 1036, however, King
Knud died, and Olaf's son, Magnus, re
Mail orders promptly attended to
established Norwegian Independence
which was thereafter maintained till
BOX 553.
Durango. Colo.
1319, when Norway again
fell under
Danish domination.
In 1387 Sweden
also became practically subject to Den
DR. A. ROSENTHAL,
mark, though until 1450 the three na
DURANGO
Hons were nominally on equal footing
Subsequently both Swedes and Nor
Cornice aoi; Sheet Metal Works
wegians were grevlously oppressed by
the Danes, and after many efforts,
C. F. ARMSTRONG, Prop.
which were only partially successful,
Sweden , in 1511, threw off the Danish
yoke forever.
Norway, however, reA
mained virtually a Danish province for
Galvanized
ron
more than 300 years longer, or until 1814,
AND
when the allied powers by the treaty of
Copper Cornices.
Kiel, adopted In January, to punish
Denmark for espousing the cause of
Patent Iron Skylights. Tin Roofing.
Napoleon, presented Norway to Sweden.
Mail orders solicited.
The Norwegians, however, refused to
Farmington,
New Mexico
recognize this arrangement, and, on
3d door below Strater hotel,
May 17, declared themselves a free and
DURANGO,
COLO.
Independent nation, adopting a limited
heritable, constitutional, monarchical
form of government. Christian FrederL. L. HENRY,
ick was then made king, but his reign
did not last for long, since the Swedes
objected to giving up what had been allotted to them by the treaty of Kiel,
and, after some fighting between the
two peoples, the Norwegians, on Nov.
14, following the adoption of their constitution, entered into a voluntary union
with Sweden. It was agreed that tha
two nations should be equal In every
respect, and that the throne of the
united kingdoms should be occupied by
THE
Charles XIII., king of Sweden.
Aztec,
New Mexico.
It was In this way that the celebrated
Bernadotte, a marshal of France under
Napoleon In 1810, who had Joined In the

ATT0K&E

B. GLASER,

Imporiihg Teilor

THE

physician)

SURGEON.

Santa Fe

COUNTY SURVEYOR
AND

CIVIL ENGINEER.

.

Farmington,

New Mexicc

Michigan minors cannot marry here-

T.

Through Pullman Sleepers

OSCAR

II.. SWEDEN.

Without Change.

Biirps', Pioimtcr

F.

Durango. - Colorado

cessary consent of somebody else.

and

KANSAS CY

The Commercial HotB!

after without their parents' consent.
Many of the old girls who can get their
parents' consent cannot secure the ne-

See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will fumisb
time tables on application.

QUEEN SOPHIA, SWEDEN.

peninsula, whose people are of kindred
race, speak practically the same tongue
and have been bound together In political union since 1814, but the Immediate
disturbing cause is the refusal of King
Oscar to dissolve the present conservative ministry of Sweden and form a new
one, the members of which should be
chosen from the leaders of the radicals
or extreme left. He gave his decision
in this matter to the Norwegian congress, In February of the present year,
and, though the severest pressure has
since been brought to bear upon him,
has resolutely adhered to his ultimatum ever since, though so critical
has the situation now become that
the writing and printing of this

"n

Another son of an Oriental potentate
is to make a tour of Europe in order to
obtain a knowledge of European customs and civilization. It is Prince Dam-ron- g
of Siam. His name, whatever it
may mean In his native tongue, will excite unfortunate comment in the
peaking
countries that he may
visit.
English-s-

The sycamore tree in which Col.
Crawford and a few of his soldiers took
shelter in what la now Upper Sandusky
the night preceding his fatal fight with
the Indians in the war of 1812 was
blown over during a storm recently.
It was a large tree and was once hollowed out by the Indians so that it
would easily accommodate twenty people.
Kanladla, a Klckapoo squaw, took a
shotgun the other day and Btood off tha
contractor of the Choctaw railway in
Oklahoma and all his men. She would
not allow them to build a foot of track
on her allotment until a bond of $2,000
was put up as a guaranty for damages.
The company refused a day or two before to arbitrate with her, and when the
men arrived on the ground she met
them with her shotgun. She didn't propose to allow a bloodless corporation
kick a poo' woman after she was down.

ST. LOUIS

promptly done.

in Newport, Ky., tried to
drown herself because she had lost her
garters.
The boy who found them
fished her out. And the next thing we
hear about will be a wedding.

te

CHICAGO,

Mapping and platting of all kinds

A girl

Ella Lamb and Ella Love, members
of the senior class In the Pennsylvania
state normal school at Clarion were
struck by lightning. The faculty excused them from taking the examinations next day. Only an
girl
would think of adopting this method
of getting out of passing an examination.

Lcine

TO

surely and instantly kill?

jail.

Shoif

H. B. HAWKINS,

A Newark policeman was Bhocked by
3,000 volts of electricity recently, but
was resuscitated after fifteen minutes of
insensibility.
Does the electric chair

e,

oote.

ATT0MEY.

Uncle Dick Oglesby says: "I have
graduated as carpenter, storekeeper,
lawyer, soldier, governor and senator
to become a farmer, and life In the
country is best of all."

Harry Robinson, aged 17, undertook
to shoot Clara Fisher, aged 16, at Mun-clInd., because Clara had broken his
heart. Harry is now getting it mended
in the gloomy dungeon of the Muncie

LAW

STEEN.
article the situation may have changed
materially.
Until within two or three years King
Oscar has been able, by reason of his
powers of diplomacy and unusual levelheadedness, to maintain excellent relations with both parties, and his disinclination at this time to form a radical ministry Is said to be based more
upon personal than political grounds.
Some time ago Deputy Rand, in the
course of a heated discussion in the
Norwegian congress, alluded to the
monarch in the most allirhttnir fmhinn
averring that "the supreme defense of
R

I

coalition of 1818 against the Little Corporal, and, on the death of the adopted
son of Charles XIII., had been chosen
crown prince, came to be the first real
ruler of the United Scandinavian peninsula. For, even before the death of
Charles XIII., which occurred In 1818,
the royal functions were actually performed by the elected crown prince,
who took the title of Charles XIV.,
when he actually ascended the throne.
It Is claimed by the Norwegian radicals of the present day that, In the face
of the agreement that Norway should
be in all things the equal of Sweden, the
first king after the union did all In his
power to reduce Norway to to the condition of a Swedish province. His son,
Oscar I., and Oscar's son, Charles XV.
changed this policy, giving Norway
every privilege exercised by Sweden,
and so won great popularity In Norway!
But the radicals claim the present monarch, Oscar II., grandson of Bern&dotU
and brother of Charles XV., has returned to the policy of his grandfather,
in persistently putting down the efforts
of the Norwegians to maintain perfect
equality with the Swedes.
Specifically put, the chief grievances
of the Norwegian radicals, as stated,
are partly sentimental and partly of a
more material
nature.
Although
BJornstJerne BJornson, the Journalist,
novelist and poet, Is not a member of
the storthing, for twenty years he has
been the voice of the Norwegians who
desire separation from Sweden. In his
writings he calls attention to the differences between the two nations In a
manner that Invariably arouses the
radical element among his countrymen.
Sweden, he says, lg an aristocratic
country, while Norway is the most
democratic land in Europe. Between
the two peoples there exists but slight
sympathy, and this Is largely due, he
claims, to the fact that during the reign
of Oscar II. the monarch's sympathies
have clearly been with Sweden, so that
by all foreign nations Norway Is regarded not as equal with Sweden but in
the light of a dependency. This foreign
view, and the growing dislike of Oscar
II. as a king by the Norwegians, he
adds, are augmented by the fact that
whenever the monarch goes abroad he
travels as king of Sweden only, never
adding the name of Norway to his title.

EVERYTHING

Q. T. Nicholson, 0. P. & T. A.,

FIRST-CLAS-

Topeka, Kansas.
C.

O.

PHELPS,

BOOT0SHOE

&

Pa

R,

R.

(Western Division)

MAKBH.

CONNECTIONS.

First class word done. . . .
Leave orders at P. O. at Farmington.

The GRAND

IIYEEY STABLE.

AMtl Ol EHgrE-- A. T.
A. F. B. It. for
m4I)
Hll DoiiiLs t'flxt nml
ASH FOBK-San- Ui
Fe, Prescott & IMiocnfet
muway lor pomm in control ami mutbera
Aaliona.
BLAKE Nevada Southorn railway tor Manvel
and connection with stago lines (or Vander- bilt nnd mining; district north.
BARSTOW Southern California railway for
Los Angeles, San Diego and other California
points.
MOJAVE Southern Pacific Company for
RncrnmwHo
uiiu otuer
Northern Cnllfornian points.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.

F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.
Farmington,

H. Morehouse, G. F. & T. A.,
1 Paso, Texas.

Sleeping oar passengers between San

New Mexico.

The Atlantic
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constantly on hand.
Feed and Sale Stable and Corral in con-

nection.

Fenn-Ist'-

o,

Lus Angeles or San Dlogo and Chicago do nut huve to change ears.
&

Pacific Railroad,

The Great Middle Route across the American
Continent in connection with tae railways of
the

"Santa

Pe

Route."

Liberal Management,
Superior Facilities,
Picturesque Scenery,
Excellent Accommodation.

SAM J. HOOD,
Manufacturer of
and Dealor in

Rough and Dressed Lumber.

The Grand Canon of the Colorado, tho most
sublimo of neture's work on tho earth, indescribable, can oasily bo roached via FlugstnflV
Williams or Beach Springs, on this road. To
tho Natural Bridgo of Arizona nnd Montezuma'
Well you can journey most directly by this line.
Obsorve tho anoieut Indian civilization of
or of Acoma, "Tho City of tho Sky." Visit tho potrinod forest near Carrizo. Soo and
marvel at the freak of Canon Diablo. Take a
hunting trip in tho mngnificont pino forests of
the San FranciBCo mountains, rind interest in
the ruins of the prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Dwellers. View the longest cantilever bridgo
in Americn across the Colorado river.
J. J. irrONE.
C. H. WEEKS.
(itaiunuJ Hons. Agt.,
AjsstOn.Ha8.Ant
hem AiHxukcs, Oal.
Son Fnauciaco.Cal.
H. S. VAN SLICK, Geo'l At.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
a,

Shingles, Lath and
Fruit Box material.
Mills and yard nine miles East of DuP. O. address, box 120,

rango.

Durango,

-

-

-

Colo.

AN ESSAY ON BONES.
wife had more discretion. I did not
Highest of all in Leavening Power. Latest U. S. Gov't Report
Mabel."
know you cared for
Iloy
Something
Writes
So the first cloud came on the horizon A
You Don't Know, Perhaps.
of their love, but Leander was
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I

Editor

N.GKSAVES

DISTRICT COURT,
THE DOCKET

IS BEING CLEAR

ID UP FOR

ONCE.

--

This Term.

Kitted of Snnscrlption:
&x months
Three months. 75 recti.
$2.00

$1.25

Fnn reil at the poetnffioe at urmirntun for
transmission through the raail as second class
I1

mstter

Judge Langhlin opened the District
Court for San Juan county oa Mon-day last. The court party consisted

j

.

I

s

30, 1895.

Hon Louis R. E. Pauline and Hon.
Wm. Locke, of San Junn county, have
arrived with a fine exhibit from their
section. Their connty is one of the
richest in New Mexico. Albuquerque
Oitiien.
The San Junn fruit is several points
ahead of the Californin article and
finds ready sale here. Several wagon
t
hkm! na
nnrl
Inarla
lnvnd ami
t jo v i j auu
cu in
in trta
iunun ua
have been sold out without much trouble amon; the families in the city and
mines. Gallup Gleaner.
.

i

XT

In commenting on immigration, by
the way, we hear rumors of a railway
consistent report, we hope. We
have before spoken on this subject.
Any line brought down here is the
precursor of a new era in the history
of our district. It is the initial step
toward prosperity. Quick transit, immigration, the wealth brought in by
home seekers, the exchange of land,
the orection of new homes, the improvement of property, the certainty
of work for the workman, the increase
of trade for the merchant all are natural sequences of a railway line.

For Cash
-

H.
of the Judge, N. B. Laugh! in.
Crist district attorney, Geo. L Wyl-ly,
clerk; R. E. Twltchell, A. B.
L. L. Henry, W. Bowman, whilst
Judge Blackmer of Cortez and W. N.
Searcy of Durango were present.
John C. Hubbard vs. C. J. Sullivan,
settled.
R. M. Shields vs. Jacob Hobbs,
dismissed.
Chapman vs. J. G.Willett assumpsit
judgment by consent.
Jackson Hardware & Imp. co. vs.
J. G. Willett, assumpsit, verdict by
How Qix en Victoria Proponed.
consent.
On the day Queen Victoria atr
C. F. Jones, et al. vs. R. A. Fihfr, tounced to parliament her betrothal
o I'rinco Albert, her aunt, vheduchesa
appeal, verdict for defendant:
Rae-han-

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

Big Discount

soma

sm!i

wire, said a Pittsburg
metal worker, recently.
It is 1 500th
jf all inch in diamaic- - finer than th6
Qn your hea
deal 0r.
ft
iinary fine wire is drawn thronO
tteol plutes, but that wouldn't do tor
this work, socuuse if the hole wo:
iway ever so little it would mnke cl
firo larger, and that would spoil th
ob. Instead, it is drawn thiov.h
That is practically a hole in a
to which there Is of course no
vear. These diamond
plates are
cade by a woman in New York, who
ias a monopoly of tho art in thiscoua
ry. The wire is then run thro igh
machinery, which winds it spirally
vith a layer of silk thread that is
001ft of an inch in thickness even
tner than the wire, you sec. Thii
fire Is used in making tho receiving
nstruments of ocean cables, the
used in testing cables una
I nsuring i:suiatioa of covered wires-

iretty

Official Paper of San Juan County Several Important Cases Tried up to
Date and Others W ill be Tried
oyear

Mnt Than Hair.
at work just now on

Tl'lro

We ore

A. M. Lockwood

vs.

Foster

Black-lock-

f

,

Gloucester, asked

hst

if

Pei-pl-

e

Largo.
Ipseial Correspondence.

Largo, Sept.

17.

About half an hour after dark last
evening as we were sitting discussing
the event? of the day, a piercing
Scream camo floating through the air
accompanied by another, and still another, when we asked the question,
"in where cometh that, and who is
creaming, listen? while scream
.cream floated through the still
we were almost tempted to go
ir assistance, and while listening
lour ears as it was a quarter
ilo away and at a neighbor's
we finally heard the remark,
boy" again a piercing scream,
y a female; while we were
the pros and cons as to what
taut, we heard talking and the
earning stopp d and finally every-linceased and was quiet. Early
uhis mornintr we sent a runner to see
what the noise meant on last evening
and to see if any one was hurt. When
lu and behold, the mother had put
some of her children to bed on a pallet
on the floor, and went about her house
cleaning, after a while she went into
the room with a light, and espied a
rattler coiled up in the bed, where tier
two boys were sleeping. Imagine that
woman's fellings, hr two darling boys
aged about six and ten years, sleeping
quietly on that cot er pallet, and a
rattler snake ooiled up on top of ihem
in the middle of the pallet. Of course
being a woman, tho first thing to do
was to scream.
There were no men
folks about the house, and her husband
was away about, 300 yds, attending to
h s business. He, finally bearing his
wife net earning, came to her assistance
and dispatched the monster without
him doing any damage, he had 12 rattles That is the second rattle snake
killed this summer in houses in the
viosnity of Largo.
Try one of those nice meals at Mrs.
Tripletfs and you are sure to come
again.
dis-.n-

-

Dry Boofls, Boots and SHqb

For

Clothing, Etc..

the Next 60 Davs to Make Room for Spring Stock.

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

At Very Low Prices.

Call and Be Convinced.

she had

ot i'elt greatly embarrassed on that
appeal, judgment for plaintiff.
ccasion.
Mrs. M. J. Scott vs. E, N. Beach, et
ML
Not half so much, deir aunt," was
al., assumpsit, judgment for plaintiff. ho reply, "as 1 did when I aked
M. H. Real vs. J. H. I let her, as- ilcprt. if ho wr'ild accept my hand '
sumpsit, dismissed.
3B
Graden Mer. Co. vs. J. H. Hether.
A Faint Hope.
assumpsit, dismisseu.
,
Mudge (who has sworn off):
Eluterio Vigil vs. School diet. no. 7,
I stepped on a banana peol and re-assumpsit, judmen for plaintiff.
PAlVfil ft npftttv harrl frill
nm rifrn.id
Blacklock vs. Elmer, chancery, set-- . r have broke'n my wHst Mf Bow.
l'ea'
less: Let me see No, there is nothing
Territory vs. Safford, nolled.
broken. Just bath your wrist la
Manufacturer of and Dealer ill
Territory vs. Willett, Jury returned "hlnky four or five tinles. a day am)
verdict of guilty; new trial granted; rou will be all right, Mutfge: Kr,
cUt, hadn't I bettor be carefully ex
second jury returned verdict ef guilty
Territory vs. Delusohe. verdict a- mined for intenml juries too?
gainst defendant, motion for new
Longest Electric Road in the World.
lrja
North Carolina is to have the honor
Territory vs. Cornelius J. Sullivan,
of having tho longest electric rr.il way
defendant moved court to dismiss for In
&,,
the world, a line from Asheville to
,
want of evidence, jury dismissed case Rutherfortoni a distaDCe of fortv.one
on instruction of court.
mi)es boin about to be COD8iructed.
Creighton vs. McKinzie, replevin, The power is furnished by water. The
decided in favor of plaintiff.
road will be built to operate botb FARMINGTON
NEW MEXIM
M. B. Berry vs. E. G. Berry, divorcr , Insight and passenger cms,
decree lor plaintiff.
Territory vs. J. W. Berry, embezz e- S100 Uewara $IOO
raent, motion to quash indictment by
W,U be
readHrfl of thl9 P"
The
R. E. Twitchell and L. L. Henry for
to
learn
there
at leat
that
is
defendant. After lengthy argument PNed
has
oue
disease
scieiico
that
dreaded
by Mr. Twitchell and J. H. Crist, mo-- '
all
been
able
stages,
to cure in
its
tion was denied.
Robert C. Prewitt was admitted to aud that is catarrh. Hull's Catarrh
the bar.
Cure is the only positive cure known
"Dynamite" on deck.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional remedy, rePROPOSALS
quires a const. tulional treatment.
Sells Goods Cheaper than Anybody Else fbr Cash.
For Erection of Buildings.
Hall's Catairh Cure is lakou intern- U. S INDIAN SERVICE NAVAJO ully
ctluB directly upon the blood
DEERING MOWERS AND BINDERS.
and mucous surfaces of the system,
AGENCY, NEW MEXICO,
Fort Difianck, A. T., thereby destroying the founialiou of
Took
World's l air Premiums.
via ttallup, N. M.
the disease, and giviug the patient
S ptember 12, 18U5,
streiigth by building up the
Sealed proposa's endorsed "Propos
aud assisting nature in doing
als tor
ol liuiluings," find an
i
work. The proprietors have so
dressed to the undersigned at Fort
Denanae, Ariz,, via Gallup, New Alex much faith m its curative powers,
ico, will be received at this Agency
until one o'clock p. m. of October 12, thut they offer one huudred dollars
OPPOSITE POSTOFPICE
1895, tor furnishing the necessary ma- for any case that it fails to cure.
terials and labor and erecting aud Send for list of toHtiiuouials.
completing on the sites selected thereAddrest-- , F. J. Cheney & Co.,
for on the Navajo Indian Reservation,
five 5)
stone school buildl'oledo, 0.
ings, in strict accordance with the
Sold by druggists, 75c.
plans and specifications which nay be
examined at the office of the
Albuquerque, N. M.; "The Sari
DON'T STOP lOBACCO.
Juan Times,' Farmington, N. M; the
"Democrat," Flags aff, Arizona, aud How to Cure Yourself While Using It.
the "Democrat," Durango, Colorado,
The tobacco habit grows on a man
und at the Navnjo Agency.
Biddi rs must state in their bids the until his nervous system is seriously
length of time proposed to be consumed iti the erection of earn of the affected, impairing health, comfort
buildings, and also the proposed price and happiness. To quit suddenly is
of each building.
proposal too severe a shock to the system, as
accompanies the specifications
The right is reserved to rejeet any tobacco to an inveterate user becomes
and all bids or anv part of ny bid if a stemulaut that his system continudeemed for the best interests of the ally craves. liaco-Curis a scientific
service.
totmceu
for
cure
the
habit, in all its
The attention of bidders is invited
to the Act of Congress approved Au forms, carefully compounded after
gust 1, 1892, entitled: "An act relating
to the limitation of the hours ef daily the formula of an eminent Berlin
NT.
service of laborers and mechanics em- physician who ha9 used it in his priployed upon the public works of the vate prae ice since 1872, without a
United States and of the District of
Columbia," and also to the Act of failure, purelv vegetable aud guarCongress approved August 13, 1894, anteed ptjifectly harmless. You can
entitled: "An Act for the protection use all the tobacco you want while
of persons furnishing materials and
o;
it will notify you
labor for the construction of publie taking
works."
when to stop. Ve give a written
CERTIFIED CHECKS.
guarantee to permanently cure any
ePeatin
Each bid must be accompanied by a
certified check or draft npon some ease with three boxes or refund the
United States depository or solvent money with 10 per cent interest.
National Bank in the vicinity ef the
o
is not a substitute but a
residence of the bidder, made payable
to the order of the Commissioner of scientific cure that cures without the
aad Ammunition,
Indian Affairs fir at least FIVE PER aid of will power and with no inconCENT of the amount of the proposal,
which ohesk or draft will be forfeited venience. It leaves the system as
to the United States in case any bid- pure and free from nicotine as the day
der or bidders receiving an award yon took your first chew or smoke.
shall fail to promptly execute a con
tract with good and eufflcient sureties, Sold by all druggistp with our ironotherwise to be returned to the bid- clad guarantee, at $1 per box, three
der.
Bids accompanied by cash in lieu of boxes (30 days treatment) $250, or
cert ified checks will not be considered. sent direct upon receipt of price. Send
For sny further information, as to sir. 2 cent stamps for sample box,
the precise location of building sites,
uui
means of transportation, etc., etc., booklet and proofs free. Eureka
Compa
&
Manufacturing
Chemical
ipply to:
Manufacturing Chemists, La
Captain Constant Williams, U.S.A. By,
tt
f
i .tomb
Acting Indian Agent. Cross", W is.

Farmington, N.

Williams & Cooper,

Doct-tor-

W. S.

T

MITCHELL,

'

San Juan Lime

'

The support of a newspaper by a
community is a topic so frequently
brought before the public that it is a
work of supererogation to advance fur
ther arguments on the subject that
the support of a paper is a matter for
the public goes without saying. It is a
peculiar necessity to the pale of land
by the land owner that the facilities
and advantages of the county should
be blazoned abroad. Advertisement
of a distiict is absolutely essential to
the advancement of that district. If a
district is kept nnknown, unsought,
it is not progressive. It must be a
poor district. Money mint be scarce
because commerce ia not there.
do not come in. Outsiders view it
jfith suspicion there is something
wrong -- it in an unknown land. The
same argument of advertisement affects the tradesman every newcomer
means money in the pocket of the
storekeeper. It is to his benefit that
land should change hands and the
population increase.

On

F. M. Pierce, Agent.

H F R. GRAHAM H
A
A
R The Hardware Dealer. R
D

.xmsti-tutiu-

one-stor-

n

D

Two-Thir-

W

W Moline Steel Plows

And Cultivators. A
A
R
R
E Durango, Colo. E

y

"Dim-zen,- "

BOWMAN BROS,

HR

o

Farmington,

M:

Baco-Cur-

inchester

Shot'Guns

Baco-Cur-

Best

WWT

S

RIFLES,

in the;

Uorld,

i

N.

J. Fraser, Alberto Gallegos, A. F.

Waldron, Wiu. Paris, George Black,
MR. ROBERT FAURE FATALLY Dolph Lusk.
8HOT, LAST SATURDAY.
Reduced Kate on Horse Shoeing.
LATEST LOCAL NEWS.
Plates, 1.25 cash; credit or trade
1.50. Light team, $2.50 'cash; credit
f
An Ks teemed Citizen--H- e
Leaves
or trade $3. No. 4, fl.50 cabj ere li
Subscription
due for the past
Young Wills and Children
or trad $1.75. Nos. 6, 6, r 7. 81.75;
year muBt be paid at onc.
eredit or trade 2. Cow ponvj $1; cren
C. 0 Pinkney 1b at home this week.
it or trade $1.25. Speci il .'shoeing,
An accident that has widowed a special prices. Newton & gVb
Mrs. Geo. Crouch was in town FriBiacKsmiths.
young wife and rendered orphans two Farmington, . w.
day
children,
only
one
a little one
little
Mrs Mary Siser visited Farmington
three weeks old, occurred Saturday
You Can Get
Saturday.
morning last. Robert Faure was aoci'
Mm. M. R. Fields of Aatec was in dentally shot in the corn field at the Good Board
town last Thursday.
wun
back of his house. Mr, Faure, with
Rooms,
Dr. A. Rosenthal has got a fine Paul Wllkaisky were shocking corn
and in order to enjoy a chance of any
driving horse for sale.
ducks that might turn uj had secured REASONABLE
RATES.
Mr Coin of La Plata, N, M, visited an old musket. The appearance of a
FroriFarmington on Saturday.
flock of ducks caused quite an excite
H. TRIPLE TT.
MRS.
Harry Dunninir eon of the Sheriff ment and the old gun was seized by
Wilkaisky both men, no doubt, San Juan Ave,
Farmington, N. M.
paid a visit Wednesday evening.
ducks and in raising the
the
watching
Born to 0. L. Dustin, of La Plata,
weapon from the ground, by some in
on Sept. 12, a son. All doing well,
explicable means, It went off, the con
James Goodwin or Flora Vista was tents lodging in the bowelH of the unIn town Saturday afternoon on busi fortunate man, who was but a few feet
ness.
away. The wound was a terrible one.
The upper San Juan people say they All that medical skill and loving
wll! eeud some good exhibits to the friends could do was done. Fatally
wounded Robert Faure died in tbe
Fair,
afternoon.
That Navajo sheep stealing episode The catastrophe has plunged our
CAVEATS,
TRADE MARKS,
that caused such a racket is not set community into mourning. Bob
DESIGN PATENTS,
tled yet.
COPYRIGHTS,
toJ
Faure was so well known, so well
Information and free Handbook writ to
for
MLN.N A CO.. Ml BltOADWAT, New York.
Mrs J. E. Foster preached in the liked by all. He had no enemies, a
Oldest bureau for securing patents In America,
taken out It us is brought before
Methodist church, Sunday evening welcome friend every where that he Every patent
the publio by a notice firen free of charge in tbe
strong
in the
last to a lull congregation.
should be well and
in
stiff
and
and
lying
stark
morning
G ibe Nichols and Jack Warren left
inseappalling.
The
is
evenine,
Sattu'dity with two teams and wagons the
tarirest circulation of any tclantlflcNopaper in thtj
Illustrated.
InteHtaeUt
Miritv'Af hnrVlnn existence, we know world. Siilei.dldly
loaded With fruit For Gallup,
man shonld toe without It. Weekly, 3.0ft
CO,
tUflmx months. Address MUNN ft
the uncertainty of human life, depend yur;
Broadway Htm fork CUti- Henry Moistertoan last wsek killed entupon the Divine Will: at all times, VrjBUiiaUts, 3tf 1
25 d neks at two shots. Not a good we bow to the Divine behest. The
day for ducks, either.
widow and orphans are his peculiar
Mrs. J. S. Poster delivered an ad- care. He takes them under the shaddress at Aatec Wednosday evening ow of His wing. He can wipe away
Doubtful Seeds alone, Tho jst
are easy to get, and cost no
last on constitutional and statute law. the tears of the afflicted. He alone
more. Ask your dealer for
fatherless.
tbe
comfort
can
Henry Benning returned from his
The funeral took place on Sunday
Mr.
Ice Lake basin mine Friday.
morning. The service at the house
Benning is expecting a return from
was largely attended, the Rev. Hugh
his assay any day.
Griffin officiating. After an impresAlwnva ! beat. Known
every wheic. Ferry's Sciil
A number of wagons filled with em- sive service, exhortation and prayer,
Annual for 1805 tolls you
rliat, how, and when to plft'iu
igrants from Utah passed through the cortege repaired to the cemetery,
Bent Free. Uetiu Adorer
Farmington Thursday on their way to where tie remains of this good citizen
D. M. FERRY & CO.,
Detroit, Midi.
damp Vertle, Arizona.
were laid at rest.
FRIDAY, SBPTEMftfcR

So,
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Advertised Mail.

THE SAN JUAN TIMES TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.
185.

Nicejent

To Farmington.
for sale

In tracts to snit the buyer on easy terms. There is no more favored
property anywhere in the San Juan country. It lies very level jn a command
ing, elevated mesa overlooking the vallevs of toe Animas and Sn .limn i ifstM
and the unction of these two streams. As this is new and desirable property
on the market the early Duyer la the one who secures the choice. For partlo
lira van vu
nnnt.aa
mi ty
ui n'luurn
Tl

m

H OMER H AYS.
FARMINGTON, N. M.
I have frequent applications for nronertv of' different desnrlnMnn
,i .11
property listed with me will receive careful attention.
If you want any information reeardine land and water in Han .Tnui
county, drop me a line and I will promptly respond.

Homer Hays,
Farmington, N. M.

WW

-

9 wntific

Jericati

The Cheapest

F

Place in Town

R

To Buy.

Groceries Sold
Cioser than
Anywhere in
the County.

I

Leave

FERRY'S
SEEDS

The wall of the Azteo school house
just above where the Court sat in all
its majesty was adorned with the floral motto, "In Gold We Urustl"
Geo. S. Hood has an excellent 160
acre ranch for sale. 4 acres in orchard
18 in alfalfa, house, corrals, stables
about six miles east of Farmington.
Sale on easy terms.

J. R. Johnson of Dallas Texas the
well known nursery man who was
through the county lately says he will
send fruit to the Farmington Fair including the famous Columbian Grape
Mrs. Lilly Caviness leaves next Sat
urday for a visit, first to her brother,
Dan, who resides in Salida; from there
she will go to points in Missouri and

Illinois visiting relatives.
D'ed on the fourth Inst. Manuel
Valdez, at Velarde, N. M., of malarial
fever aged 75 years. Mr. Valdez was
the uncle of Mrs. J. B. Larragoity of
Junction, and a well known man in
New Mexico.
W. A. Nieodemu of the Smelter
National Bank was in town Wednesday. Mr. Nicodemus looked over the
orchards and expressed his pleasure
and surprise at the vast progress our
district had made.

Some few weeks ago Scott Morris
received a letter from a Denver Fruit
man asking how fruit was doin ; in
Farmington, aa there was a good market for 2 or 3 ear loads in Denver. At
this time there wasno prioo for fruit

ia Durango.

'

The deep sympathy of the coram un
ity is with Mr. and Mrs. Graf in the
uriefthat has befallen them Their
little boy passed away on Friday last,
and the baby was laid in his resting
place at the cemetery on Saturday
mor ing. "Suffer little children to
oome unto me." Mr. and Mrs. Graf
beg to extend their earnest thanks to
those who bo kindly rendered them
every possible assistance during their
late sorrow and bereavement.
Undoubtedly the peouliar character
i sties of a certain breed are continued
from one generation to another. Real
y. it is extraordinary to what extent
the law of heredity is carried. For in
stance a week or two ago one man
fonnd 13 calves with another man's
brand on. This was on the Huerfano
range, Think of it, another man's
brand. Peculiar breed, no doubt,
who knows?
evolution,
Perhaps
Scientists are requested to inquire into phenomenon.

ft

Death of Kobert

GROC E R BS
Prod uce
of

All Kinds

Taken Here

Fare.

s

J.

A.

Laigton,

Farmington,

H

N. Mex.

Communicated.

"In the midst of life we are in
death." In the full flush and vipor of
early manhood, in the morning of his
usefulness, without a moment's warn
ing, in the twinkling of an eye, whilst
at work in his field, Robert Faure received his death wound, from the accidental discharge of a gun, In the
FOR THE INDUSTRIOUS- hands of a youth in his employ, who
If you want work that lipleasftntnnd profitable,
c leacn men
perctianco in to be pitied almost as did uh our uildrtMS uunicUiuulv.
iv to turn h um SB.oo per auy t
his
carelessness.
much as the victim of
having had pnviouj
83, OOO per vnr
and furnish 'he enip.u. incut :it which
Fortunately Mr. Fanre lived long experience,
NoIuIiil' dillieult t
amount,
lint
they can make
enough to exonerate the boy from ail learn or that require" much lime. The wor it
healthv, and honorable, and can be dune du
criminal intent. 80 sudden, so unex- easy,
ing davthne'or cvsnlllgl, right ill yourofn local
The result of a few
pected, so terrible the shock, it is hard Hjr, wherever you live.equal
week' wages.
work often
hours'
all
to realize that Robert Faure is no We have hlllgllt thousand of Until MXM andwill
ages, and many have laid foundations that
more, that he is gone from the scenes sureiy bring them ncliea. Some of trie smartest
In this country owe their ources In life t
of his usefulness, gone from the men
'he start given tliem while In our employ year!
gone
him,
esteemed
ugo. You, render, ninv do n Well; try it. Yoj
neighbors that
annot fail. No capital necessary. We fit you out
from the friends that loved him, and with something that is new, aolld, and sure. A
brimful of advice is free to all. Help your
gone, alas, from the hearth allar, book
not to morrow,
self by writhi' for it today
made happy oy his fine smile, where 'jelavi are costly.
he was ever greeted with the incense
E. C. ALLEN & CO.,
of faithful love. Oh, Father of the
Box 420,
fatherless, Husband of the widow,
MAINE.
AUGUSTA,
look in mercy upon his sorrowing and
beloved ones, in this dark and trying
hour of their heart's desolation. Oh,
pour the oil of consolation into their
the World
bitterness of sorrow, and may the 'Scenic
tears of sympathetic friends assuage
their sadly wakened grief.
THE

Arrington's
$3,000.00
A YEAR
Residence
Addition to
Farmington,
witln-u-

t

1s

West cf Presbyterian Church.
LOTS, 50X200 FEET,

linelf

FlUBND.

DENVER

he San Juan Fair at Farmin- t"n, OUT. 1. 2 and 3, will afford a
moat pleas nt time to all risltorg.
1

AND

RIO GRANDE

Everything neat and clean is the
rule at Mrs. Trlplett's boarding house.

of Dissolution.

The partnership heretofore existing
under the name and style of Uanna &
Maupin, Photographers, is dissolved
by mutual consent. All debts will b
collected by S. T. Maupin and all persona indebted to the late firm are requested to make Immediate payment.
R. O. Hanna,
8. T. Maupin.

Farmington, N. M., Sept.

2, 1895.

Arrington

PASSING THROUGH

Times office.

Notice

T. J.

RAILROAD

First class household furniture and
a good horse for sale. Apply at The
Comrades, Attention.
A meeting of Lincoln Paat, No. 13,
Department of New Mexico, will be
hold at the Fair grounds Faraingiou
Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 10 o'clock a m.
for transaction of regular business of
(he post. By order of
0. H. McHbwbt, P. O.
Waltbb Wbbton; Adjt.

Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Easy Terms to Goed
Sold with Lots.
Purchasers. Consult

SALT LAKE CITY
5

Routt to and from tho Pacific Coast

Cherry Greek

THE POPULAR LINE TO

ai
in
Leaaviiie.bienwooQi jrings.Aspen
1

1

in

AND GRAND JUNCTION.
THE MCST DIRECT ROUTE TO
New Mexico Points
Santa Fe

MM,

I

Reaching all the principal tnwni awl Dining
campBlu Colorado, Utau ami Vw

SAW MILLS
Bowman & Carson, Prop'rs

.

UK

TOURIST'S

Lip

FAVORITE

TO ALL MOUNTAIN RESORTS.
All through trains equipped with Pullman l'aiaw
and Touriat bleeping Cars.

For elegantly Illustrated
of coat, addroii
L T. JEFFE RY,
. S. fluCHEo,
kia't ui u'l Hp. Tnffe Hnitr.

'

boulia fre.
8.
Gta'l

K

HOOPER

Pssj.il r. iv

DENVER. COLORADO.

ROUGH
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A SLAVE FROM BOYHOOD.
(From the Red Win, Mtnrx. Republican.)

"I am now twenty-fou- r
years old,"
said Edward Swanson. of White Rock,
Goodhue County, Minn., to a Republican
representative, "and as you can see I
Am not very large of stature. When I
was eleven years old I became afflicted
with a sickness which baffled the skill
and knowledge of the physician. I was
not taken suddenly ill but on the contrary I can hardly state the exact time
when it began. The first symptoms
were pains In my back and restless
nights. The disease did not trouble me
much at first, but It seemed to have
settled in my body to stay and my bitter
experience during the last thirteen years
proved that to be the case.
I
was
of
course
a
child
and
never dreamed
of the sufferings
in store for me. I complained to
my parents and they concluded that in
time I would outgrow my trouble, but
when they heard me groaning during
my sleep they became
thoroughly
alarmed. Medical advice was sought
but to no avail, I grew rapidly worse
and was sunn unable to move about and
finally became confined continually to
my bed. The best doctors that could be
had were consulted, but did nothing for
me. I tried various kinds of extensively
advertised patent medicines with but
the same result.
"For twelve long years I was thus a
sufferer In constant agony without respite, abscesses formed on my body in
rapid succession and the world Indeed
looked very dark to me. About this
time when all hope was gone and nothing seemed left but to resign myself to
my most bitter fate my attention was
called to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for
Pale People. Like a drowning man
grasping nt a straw. In sheer desperation I concluded to make one more attemptnot to regain my health (I dare
not to hope so much) but If possible to
ease my pain.
"I bought a box of the pills and they
seemed to do me good. I felt encouraged and continued their use. After
taking six boxes I was up and able to
walk around the house. I have not felt
so well for thirteen years as during the
past venr. Only one year have I taken
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills and I am able
now to do chores and attend to light
duties.
"Do I hesitate to let you publish what
I have said? No. Why should I? It Is
the truth and I am only too glad to let
other Sufferers know my experience. It
may help those whose cup of misery Is
as full
as mine was in the past."
Dr. Williams' PlnU Pills contain, in a
condensed form, all the elements necessary to give new life and richness to the
blood and restore shattered nerves.
They build up the blood, and restore the
glow of health to
sallow cheeks.
Pink Pills are sold in boxes (never in
loose bulk) at 50 cents a box or six boxes
for $2.50, and may !)e had of all druggists, or direct by nall from Dr. Williams' Medicine Company, Schenectady.

A

OF POTATO.

well-know-

table.

"It Is a matter of history," said the
doctor, "that tho potato was first used
as an edible by the Indians near what
is now known as Little Santa Fe, Jackson county, Mo. From there it became
an article of barter. The edible was so
palatable that its use spread rapidly
and became common among the Indians
in Virginia.
The potato fell into the
hands of Sir Walter Raleigh in Virginia, who recognized a good thing
when ho saw it. Sir Walter took it on
cne of his trips to Europe, and by
reason of the soil and climate of Ireland it at once became a staple article
of food, hence the name Irish potato."

pal-san-

N. Y.
Woman Major.
Onehunga, New Zealand, a town of
about 3,000 population, has had a woman mayor for a year. Mrs. Yates is her
lady of
name, and she is a middle-age- d
New Zealand's

education and refinement. She was
elected to continue the work of her husband, who died while holding the office, Speaking lately of her year's administration of affairs she said: "When
I took ofike, besides our debt of 5,000,
tho town had a current debt of between
700 and S00. I not only paid off the
whole of cur current liabilities, but
paid 200 into the sinking fund ia reduction of our main debt.
City nt Hie Bottom of tho Sen.
Tli city nutborltles nt Rovlgno, on Hie
peninsula of lstrla, In the Adriatic tea, have
discovered, a little south of the peninsula,
the ruins of a large town at the bottom of
the sea. It hail been observed for years
that Hshcrinen'l nets were sometimes entangled in what appeared to he masses of
masonry of which fragments were brought
up from tho s":i bed, Then a (liver declared that ho bad Been walls ami streets below
the water, and so the authorities of RovlgUO
decided to Investigate They sent down a
diver, who, at the depth of eighty feet,
found himself surrounded at the bottom of
the sea by ruined walls.
Continuing his explorations, he traced the
line of wails. Mini was able to distinguish
how the streets were laid out.
lie ilhl not
r windows,
nee any doors
for they were
hidden by musses of seaweed and incrustations, lie traced the masonry for a distance
of loo fret, ami there he hail to stop, for his
diving cord ili'l not permit him to go farther, lie had proved beyond a doubt that he
hail found tin- nilns of a once Inhabited
town, which through some catastrophe had
been covered by the sea. I: Is probable that
these are the ruins of the lost town of Clssa,
upon the island of that mime, mentioned by
Pliny the elder.- - New- York Sun.
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VESSELS FOR THE

LAKES.

of the Carrying Trade,
Plans already formed settle the question whether lake steamships 400 feet
long or upward, with a capacity of carrying 6,000 ton3 of freight at a load,
will be common after the opening of
the channels twenty feet deep through
all the shallows between Duluth and
Chicago, and the porta of Lake Erie.
Thera Is no longer a doubt that such
monster vessels will rapidly multiply
within the next few years, and they are
certain to do a great part of the carrying trade of the lakes, perhaps most
of it, before the end of the century.
The steamships already contracted for
and those which arc certain to be built
before next spring will undoubtedly
so far surpass all vessels now In use
in ability to make money at low rate3
for freight that other vessel owners
will be forced to follow the pioneers
in this latest stop forward in the construction of splendid lake carriers.
y
Even an
of tonnage such
as is very likely to be the result, will
not prevent, tho work of replacing
small craft with steamers of the largest size from going on steadily. In one
sense it will hasten the change, says
Only the biggest
Cleveland Leader.
vessels can make money In such seasons of general
for
cargoes, and in order to continue the
business the owners of old boats must
let them go and put in commission
steamships equal to any on the great
over-suppl-

auea.
Climbing Mont Ulanr.
is an expensive as well a3 a very
tiresome undertaking to ascend Mont
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disagreement of man and wife. They
may part, hut It Is not success; It Is failure.
Both must carry away the marks of it, ami

whatever may happen neither Is quite as
good as before. In spite of divorce laws
and all easement! of that sort, we have
to make a deeply serious business of
marriage, We ought to applaud those who
ucceed in it. because success is so indispensably Decenary,
I declare thai
am personally grateful to
married people who get on conspicuously
rCASSUrtng
SDPCtttClO in
a
are
well.
They
Society, and as a part of society. I take comfort In knowing them and am obliged to
them for existing- Some of the loudest advocates of protection for home Industry oru never engaged
lu nnv Industry at home.

Plso'i ''ure for Ooniamptlon Is an ASo. 1
asthma medicine. W. it- Williams, Anttoch,
Ills., April 11. 181M.
sentenced to be hanged asked for
suspension of public opinion In Its stead.
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H was an editor who called on the bar
uiorc Inside matter.

tcuder for a little

ECONOMY.

QUAINT
TOWN

COMMUNISTIC
OLD
TO BE REFORMED.

Celllinry No Longer an Article of Faith
Among the Harmonyltes John Onus
and His Wile l.nuling the Faithful
Out of Error's rath.

(Special Correspondence.)
VERY PERSON
who ever visited
the quaint, Dutch
village of Economy
will be sorry to hear
that the town Is to
be modernized or
rather that a new
town Is to be built
on the old. What
steam launches
have done to mar

ill

romantic

Venice,

nd the whistle and rumble of
steam cars to destroy the sacred silence
f Jerusalem, the proposed new town
of Economy will do for the old town,
which just now Is like no place else
under the sun. Of course we know tnis
s not the age of romance, but the "age
f progress:" that to be up to date we
must be practical and keep a firm heel
upon sentiment, and tho senior trustee
of the Harmony Society, which owns
every house in Economy, a village of
300 souls, Is a practical man, a progress
ive man, and may even be called tne
new man,
he believes in women
o such an extent as to have given them
seats in the town council.
This, however, Is only one of several
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They Will, Ere I.onp7. Do the Great Hulk

Blanc. It costs at least $50 per person
for by the law of tho Commune of
Chamounl each stranger is obliged to
have two guides and a porter. So far
as the danger is concerned, it is now
reduced to a minimum, but almost
every year the mountain claims
victim. Bad weather is the chief thing
feared by the guides, and so swiftly
Dou't Dr.. g V nir Feet.
does It come that a cloudless sky may
Many mon do tOCOUSO the r.crvo centers,
u o of tobacco,
weakei e i by the lot
in fifteen minutes turn to a blinding
becou.e so tiCTcL'teit that they are weak, tired,
which beats you to tho
lifeless, listless, OlC, All this laa tuaily Le snow-storovercome tl th-- lobaoco user wants to quit ami ground. Thus It was that some years
vigorgalu manhood, nerve power, ami enjoy
ago a party of eleven persons perished
ously he good thaws of lite. Take
Guaranteed to cure or money refunded by Five were found frozen stiff in the
Lruftglsts everywhere BooKfree. Address the
snow; tho other six still lie buried In
AlCrllnB Kemedv Co .New YorkClU orl'liii'iuro.
the Glacier des Bolssons. Forty years
is tho time allowed for the glacier to
A Word to tho Murr ed.
yield them up in the valley below.
The world Is not big enough for the

n

NEWER

Missouri Town Claims

the Donor of
First Producing It.
Jackson county promises to be
famous In history as the birthplace of
the Irish potato.
Some of the local
botanists of Independence have discovered this fact, and have traced the
lineage of the vegetable, which is now
known to every table in the world as
the "Irish potato," back to its birthplace, Little Santa Fe, in the southern
part of this county, says Kansas City
Star. The botanists gP e the name of
'.he plant from which tha potato grew
at "dioscorea batata," and feel confident in their assertion that the history of the potato can be traced back to
the town of Little Santa Fe. Dr. Ballard, a
n
botanist and geologist, had in his possession yesterday a
plant which he claimed to be a specimen of the "dioscorea batata," found
at Little Santa Fe.
By tracing the
plant back some 300 years the doctor
says that undoubtedly the dioscorea
batata wa3 the progenitor of the
Irish potato. It appears that the
aborigines of this section knew the art
of propagation of plants by cultivation
from their wild 6tate, and by such
knowledge produced the tuber now so
generally in use and found on every

to-d-
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French Idea.

In the French market and at tho
family grocery stores of New Orleans
housekeepers desiring to make vege
table soup can. with 5 cents, obtain
known as a "soup set," consist
a section of cabbage, a few
prays of parsley, one larce potato,
iirrot and onion.
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back from the street to leave a lawn In
front, and this idea will be made obligatory upon builders. One street la
planned to be still wider than the
one. It will run the entire length
of the town and be used for stores exclusively.
Surveys have been made and plans
prepared for the erection of a proper
system of water works, and no pains
will be spared to make this new Economy, which will be only thirty minutes
from Pittsburg, a city beautiful. Part
of the ground upon which It will stand
was purchased by Father Rapp from
the grandfather of James G. Blaine.
The present Economy occupies historic
y
ground.
Wayne and hla
followers having camped upon It, leaving behind them a cannon which only
a few years ago was sold for old iron
by the Harmonyltes, who, as their riches
would seem to prove, turned everything
into money and harbored no sentiment
outside of their religious belief.
The main plank In the religious platform of Father Rapp and the early
Harmonyltes, It may be well to mention
here, was a belief that the second advent of the Lord was close at hand, and
teachings were. In brief, that all those
who would be ready and worthy to
meet Him must practice a
of the lusts of the flesh, the pleasures
and distractions of the world hence
celibacy and simple living.
It has been said the most Important
movements In the progress om humanity are controlled by some strong personality, and that in spite of the assertion of philosophical students the effect
of the individuality
of the leader is
often exaggerated and that the great
changes which society has made would
have come In some form at all events,
with or without the one whose name
has been made great thereby. It Is,
nevertheless, true that for the most
part history is a series of biographies,
and the leader is a factor equally potent
with the popular sentiment which calls
him into being. Of no one can this be
more clearly remarked than of John S.
Muss, senior trustee of the Harmony
Society, financial and spiritual head,
president of the town council, musical
director of the Economy Brass Band,
which ranks equal to the best In the
state; teacher, preacher, scholar, gentleman and philanthropist
a many-side- d
man, one who Impresses the
stranger as just what he is an extraordinary man.
Only 35 years old, yet one cannot tell
upon first guess whether he Is an
man or a young-ol- d
man, but
one could spend a month In the street
and not meet another like him. In appearance he 13 dramatic. His hair, as
black and nearly as straight as an Indian's, is worn a trifle long. He Is nearly six feet tall and finely proportioned,
firmly built and of vigorous constitution. The strength of his character Is
plainly In evidence In the pose of the
head and shape of his prominent aquiline nose, as well as by the shape of his
determined mouth, which he wisely
does not disguise In a moustache. His
as a priest's.
face Is as smooth-shave- n
Hfa eyes are a clear, penetrating hazel,
ot

Mad-Anthon-

self-deni- al

old-you-

JOHN DUSS, HARMONY. PA.
nnovatlons made by progressive John
Puss, assisted by his equally progres
sive wire, wno reign almost as bubu- ntely over this communistic society as
ever did king and queen over an empire.
Economy, as the reading public every
where knows, Is the home of the Harmony Society, one of the most unique
and picturesque communistic organiza
tions of its day. The cardinal principle
of the society is the community of
goods; this from the first has been
strictly adhered to. Celibacy was en- Joined upon all members and taught by
both Father Rapp and Father Henricl,
his successor, but their successor, John
Duss, the present leader, leaves that
tenet out of his preaching. When he
head of the Har- elected
became the
.
.
.
. .
.
i
a whiri ui
many society ne set aooui
reconstruction to suit his modernized
Ideas and the proposed new town Is
only the latest added to the list.
The Economy farm land of 300 acres
of bottom land on a level with the Fort
Wayne railroad, eighteen miles below
Pittsburg and overlooking the Ohio
river, as a fine town site Is not to be
The old
duplicated in Pennsylvania.
town stands on a plateau, ninety feet
above the Ohio a magnificent tract of
1,200 acres, sloping down to the river
Just enough to afford natural drainage.
village with its
A most picturesque
houses all set with gable end toward
the street, therefore there are no front
doors. Paling fences are about each
house, wooden latches on each gate,
brick pavements throughout the town,
each street flanked by cherry trees for
shade, and each hou3e ornamented with
trelllsed grape vines, by which blending of the useful and the ornamental
we see typified the idea of economy
which predominated with the thrifty
founder and his followers, and which
suggested the name of Economy instead
of Harmony, as the settlement in But-le- r
county and another In Indiana

Impure Blood
Manifests Itself in hives, pimples, boll
and other eruptions which disllgure the
face and cause pain and aunoyance. By
purifying the blood Hood's Sarsaparu!
completely cures these troubles and clears
tho skin. Hood's Sarsaparilla overcomes,
fhat tired, drowsy fcelin? so general at
this season aud gives strength and vigor.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Is the only true blood purfflcr prominently
lu the public eyo today. $1 ; six for 85.
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LOOP pQjSOH
A SPECIALITIES
tlary 1U.OOD POISON pormanontly
cured in 16 to So days. You can be troatod at
homo for name prlue under sumo gunrau-t- y.
If you4rufcrtocomehero wowillcon-tni- ct
to pay railroad faiuand hotel bills, and
nacharge.lf we fall to cure. If you hnvo taken mercury, iodide potash) and Mill linvo aches and
pains. Mucous l'atclK S tn mouth, Sore Throat,
Jt'liuples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers on
any part of tho body, Hair or Eyebrows falling

out, It Is this Secondary BLOOD POISON
we guarantee to cure. We solicit tho most obsti-liat- e
cases and chnlleiisro tho world for a
case we cannot cure. This disease has always
unfiled, the skill of the lnostouilneiit physibehind our uncondV
cians. 8500,000 capital proofs
sent sealed on
tlo.inl guaranty. Absoluto
application. Address COOK REMEDY CO,
Uo J Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.
Cut out und send. this nrtfrertlsemont.

WHITELEY BINDER
For Sale for $70.
This Binder was only used: to cut 20 acres,
and is just us good us new, and lu perfect
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MRS. DUSS. HARMONY, FA.
on an
enemy or warm tho soul of a friend.
When 13 years old he was sent to the
Sbl'diers' Orphans' School at Phillips
burs, Pa. After he had finished there
ho returned to Economy and there lost
his heart. Susanna Creese, the pretLove-makitiest girl in the village, found
was not allowed among the Harmonyltes and all thought of marriage

that can either raise a blister
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EVERY GIRL WAN I ia h
to look nlco anil clean. Wo use nothing but puro
soup unit water; gives a llncr finish, more pliable, holds to sliapo hotter unit Stays Cloan
Much Longer when we wash them, what: tho
Ohi No; Hla shtitfl.cuffs and collars.
fellow
Young Fellows, club together; sond us fco.OO
worth of laundry nt one time und wo pay express
Charges both ways. If within 1,009 miles, and
char'O you only lienTor prices. ARents wanted
in all outside towns. Write for price lists and
t.
particulars. Qusen Citv

DR. GUNN'S
IMPBOVED

UVER PILLS

was hopeless. Therefore, as much to
MILD PHYSIC.
try to forget Susanna as for the higher
ONH'PIllB FOR A DOSE.
education, John Duss next enrolled himA moremsnt ot thu bowols Mich day is nocessary tot
These pills supply w.hst the systora lacks to
self with the students of the Mount health.
make it reitulsri They our Headache, brighten th
Union College, Ohio. While there he Eyes, and clear thatiomplnidua better than cosmetics.
neither gripe nor Picker. To convince you. we,
received an offer from the State Re- They
will mail Ksmple Iroo, or a fuH tioi for S6o. Sold everyform School, of Topeka,. Kan., to teach where. BOSANKO MED. X.. Philadelphia. Pa.
in that Institution and thither he went,
und was soon followed by Susanna, who
had been sent westward with an old
lady who had been making a visit to
Economy. When she was leaving old
Father Henricl, then at the head of the
commune, and who understood the unhappy state of affairs: between the
lovers, Jokingly sa.d': "Be sure to see
John before you come- back. Susanna,"
and Susanna took him at his word and
"saw John," and was married to him
and immediately aftter the ceremony
continued on her way with the old lady.
IPlJlKER'S
Two months after this the bride and
HA!R BALSAM
groom met at Alliance, Ohio, where Mr.
the bain.
Clrsnata
a'4 beaatiflu growth,.
Promote!
Duss had prepared a home for them.
.i luxuriant
to
Grej
Bostore
Never Fi4le
After six years of married life, and after
Mair To its xounniui voipr.
tailing.
scaly
hair
Cures
dliraioi
to
been
born
had
them
two children
80c,ryiill.ial DnigglaU
they weare induced' to return to Economy
and with their young blood infuse new
life Into, the Harmony Society, which PATENTSJHADE MARKS
by reason of their being no new addi
and Advvce as to Patentability ot
tions to the membership was in danger KxaMlnatlon
Sond for "Inventors' Qulde, or How to tlets.
There had been no. l'a.tt. PATlUCKO'lsKltKLU.VMh!iui.ko.D,
of extinction.
D.O.
change In the tenets and la uniting
with the society they accepted its doc
trines and agreed to live according to
the new conditions.

FATHER RAPP.
founded (and later abandoned) by these
The Colorado Orchard Oi. have lust same Harmonyltes, had been called.
a handsome illustrated book.
Issued
And now It Is proposed to lay out
lllng all about fruit growing It v Irri
upon the new site and In vivid contrast
gation in the fertile Arkansas Valley to all this bewitching qualntness and
if Colorado. Send stamp to V. B,
simplicity a town on a plan so moderrv,
secretary,
2 Hostou Block, so grand and at the same time so pracDover, Colo.
tha
tical as to embody everything
beauty and utility can possibly have hi
A Denver Optician,
Dr. B. I. Trice, common. The brag feature Is going to
Klttredge building, has discovered a be streets, with one exception, that will
Relatives Were Too Kagcr.
method to treat tho eyes without tho be 60 feet wide. The sidewalks are to
A Portland woman who Is advanced
use of dangerous drugs. He Is treatbe proportionately wide, and there will In years has some attentive relatives.
ing a largo number of people, and
W. XU. 3o.ttl3 38
bo a continuous sward and row. of trees During a recent lllnesa one relative went Wt A. U Denver.
Win n. writing to advertisers, please ia?
relievos the nervousness, etc., on each side between the sidewalk and to an undertaker and paid all bills for
qu
saw the tdTertlHuunt lu Ult,
K
which accompany defective eyesight
the curb. The lot" are deep enough to the funeral expense. The lady la now that
eet
to
be
housework,
enough
own
do
her
far
houses
to
the
able
allow
A Hanrtinmn
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Oh, no, you are not. And why did you
write me su.-- a dreadfully stiff letter?"
"There, now," he cried, "I was sure
it was stiff."
"Then why write it?"
"It wasn't my own composition."
"Whose then? Your aunt's?"
"Oh, no. It was a person of the name

STORYtfO,

of

Slattery."

optraetors, Builders,

"Goodness! Who is he?"
11
"I knew it would come out, I felt
9
that it would. You've heard of Slattery,
the author?"
"Never."
"He Is wonderful at expressing himself. He wrote a book called 'The Secret
DOYLt- Made Easy.'
Solved; or, Letter-writin- g
It gives you models of all sorts of leton his face, and her hand was still In ters."
his as they wandered amid the twilight.
Ida burst out laughing. "So you actuThey said no more now, but only wan ally copied one."
dered and felt each other's presence.
"It was to Invite a young lady to a
All was fresh around them, familiar picnic, but I set to work and soon got
and yet new, tinged with the beauty of it changed so that it would do very
their new found happiness.
Slattery seems never to have
well.
Did you not know It before," he asked any one to ride a tandem.
But
asked.
when I had written It, it seemed so
"I did not dare think it."
dreadfully stiff that I had to put a litvvnat a mask of ice I must wear! tle beginning and end of my own, which
JNTEFtNAT'ONAL PRESS ASSOCIATION.
How could a man feel as I have done seemed to brighten it up a good deal." THE
without showing it? Your sister, at
"I thought there was something funny
(CHAPTER
least, knew."
about the beginning and end."
repeated,
Clara
know,"
as
I
"As far
;ida!"
"Did you? Fancy your noticing the
as the widow moved away to where, the
was last night. She began to praise difference in style. How quick you are!
"It
or
net,
ied round the
you, I said what I felt, and then In an I am very slow at tl.ings like that. I
sauntering slowly towards the house. Instant It was
all out."
ought to have been a woodman, or
was
head
her
but
her,
She rose to follow
you
you
"But
what
could
what
could
gamekeeper, or something. I was made
she
and
in a whirl with new thoughts,
see In me? Oh, I do pray that you may on thoeo lines. But I have found somesat down agaln.Whlch would be best for not repent It!" The centle
heart was
Ida, Harold or Charles? She thought It ruffled amid its Joy by the thought of thing now."
"What Is that, then?"
motha
as
over with as much solicitude
Its own unworthiness.
"Ranching. I have a chum in Texas,
er who plans for her only child. Harold
"Repent it! I feel that I am a saved and he says it Is a rare life. I am to
had seemed to her to be In many ways man. You do not
It is all In
the noblest and the best young man this city life is, know how degrading buy a share In his business. riding,
how
debasing,
yet
and
shooting,
open
and
and
to
air
the
was
she
whom she had known. If ever
how absorbing. Money forever clinks sport. Would It would It Inconvenience
love a man It would be such a man as in your
ear. You can think of nothing you much, Ida, to come out there with
that. But she must not think of herself. else. From the bottom
of my heart I me?"
both
that
She had reason to believe
hate It,
yet how can I draw back
Ida nearly fell off her perch In her
these men loved her sister. Which would without and
bringing grief to my dear old amazement. The only words of which
be the best for her? But perhaps the father?
was but one way in which she could think were "My goodness
matter was already decided. She could I could There
defy the taint, and that was by me!" so she said them.
not forget the scrap of conversation
having a home influence so pure and so
"If it would not upset your plans
which she had heard the night before, high
that it may brace me up against or change your arrangements in any
nor the secret which her sister had reall that draws me down. I have felt way." He had slowed down and let go
fused to confide to her. If Ida would
Influence already.
I know thut of the steering handle, so that the great
not tell her, there was but one person that
I
who rnnlfl. She raised her eyes, and when am talking to you I am a better machine crawled aimlessly about from
man. It is you who must sro with me one side of the road to the other. "I
there was Harold Denver standing bethrough life, or I must walk forever know very well that I am not clever or
fore her.
alone."
anything of that sort, but still I would
"You were lost In your thoughts,"
"Oh, Harold, I am so happy!"
Still
do all I can to make you very happy.
were
they
hope
that
smiling.
"I
he,
eald
they
darkening
wandered
amid
the
Don't you think that in time you might
pleasant ones."
shadows, while one by one the stars come to like me a little bit?"
"Oh, I was planning," said she, rising.
peeped
k
sky above
Ida gave a cry of fright. "I won't
"It seems rather a waste of time as a them. Atout In athe
up
night
chill
blew
you if you run me against a brick
last
wind
like
working
of
way
rule, for things have a
from the east, and brought them back to wall," she said, as the machine rasped
themselves out just aa you least exthe realities of life.
against the curb. "Do attend to the
pect."
"You
go in. You will be cold."
must
steeling."
then?"
you
planning,
"What were
"My father will wonder where I am.
"Yes, I will. But tell me, Ida, whether
"The future."
Shall I say anvthlne to him?"
you will come with me."
"Whose?"
'If you like, my darling. Or I will in
"Oh, I don't know. It's too absurd!
"Oh, my- own and Ida's."
morning. I must tell my mother to How can we talk about such things
the
fuyour
Joint
"And was I included In
night. I know how delighted she will when I cannot Eee you? You speak to
tures?"
be."
the nape of my neck, and then I have
"I hope all our friends were included."
do
'I
hope
so."
to twist my head round to answer."
began
she
as
"Don't go in," said he,
'Let me take you up the garden path.
"I know. That was why I put 'You In
to move slowly towards the house. "I
It is so dark. Your lamp is not lit yet. front' upon my letter. I thought that
wanted to have a word. Let us stroll up then,
dearest."
It would make It easier. But If you
and down the lawn. Perhaps you are
"Till tomorrow, Harold."
would prefer It I will stop the machine,
cold. If you are I could bring you out
"My own darling!" He stooped, and and then you can sit around and ta'.'.:
a shawl."
their lips met for the first time. Then, about It."
"Oh, no, I am not cold."
as she pushed open the folding windows
"Good gracious!" cried Ida. "Fancy
"I was speaking to your sister Ida she
heard
auick. firm sten as it our sitting face to face on a motionless
last night." She noticed that there was passed downhis the
graveled path.
A tricycle In the middle of the road, and
a slight quiver in his voice, and, glanc- lamp was
as
room,
lit
she
the
entered
all the people looking out of their winclear-cushe
face,
t
ing up at his dark,
there was Ida, dancing about like dows at us!"
saw that he was very grave. She felt and
a mischievous little fairy in front of
"It would look rather funny, wouldn't
that it was settled, and that he had her.
Well, then, suppose that we both
It?
hand.
sister's
come to ask her ior her
"And have you anything to tell me?" get off andpush the tandem along in
"She Is a charming girl," said he, aft- she
asked, with a solemn face. Then, front of us?"
er a pause,
suddenly throwing her arms round her
"Oh, no, this is better than that."
warmly.
is,"
cried
Clara
she
"Indeed
neck, "Oh, you dear, dear old
"Or I could carry the thing."
"And no one who has not lived with sister's
Clara! I am so pleased. I am so pleased."
Ida burst out laughing. "That would
her and known her intimately can tell
be more absurd still."
how charming and good she is. She Is
CHAPTER VII.
"Then we will go quietly, and I will 1
like a sunbeam in the house."
VEXIT TAUN'KM FKI.ICITAS.
look out for steering. I won't talk about
"No one who was not good could be
T WAS Just three It at all if you would rather not. But I
so absolutely happy as she seems to be
days
is
a
I
mind
think,
gift,
after the Doc- really do love you very much, and you
last
Heaven's
tor and the Admiral would make me happy if you came to
so pure and a spirit so high that it is
had congratulated Texas with me, and I think that perunable even .to see what is impure and
us.
as
For
around
world
each other upon the haps after a time I could make you
in
evil
the
we
be
can
how
see
it,
which bappy, too."
closer tie
lonsr as we can
"But your aunt?"
was to unite their
truly happy ?"
"Oh, she would like It very much. I
two families, and
"She has a deeper side, also. .She does
can
understand that your father might
is
not
friendworld,
and
to
to
their
turn
the
not turn it
it
ship into something not like to lose you. I'm sure I wouldn't
natural that she should, for she is very
even dearer and either, if I were he. But, after all, Ameryoung. But she thinks, and ha asplra
more Intimate, that ica is not very far off nowadays, and
own."
of
her
tions
Is not so very wild. We would take a
Miss Ida Walker re"You cannot admire her more than
ocny of
I do. Indeed, .Miss Walker, I only ask ceived a (Setter which caused her some grand piano, and and a
surprise and considerable amusement Browning. And Denver and his wife
to be brought into nearer relationship
with her, :and to feel that there is a It was dated from next door, and was would come over to see us. We should
page after be quite a family party. It would be
permanent bond between us."
handed in liy the
Jolly."
It had iGome at last. For a moment breakfast.
Ida sat listening to the stumbling
and
was
within
numbed
began
curious
her,
"Dear
this
Miss
Ida,"
her heart
words
and awkward phrases which were
then a flood of sisterly love carried all document, and then relapsed suddenly
"Mr. Charles whispered from the back of her, but
before it. Down with the dark '.thought Into the third person.
which would still try to raise .Its un Westmacott hopes that he may have there was something In Charles West
hallowed head! She turned to Harold the pleasure of a ride with Miss Ida macott's clumsiness of speech which
with sparMlng eyes and words aif pleas Walker upon his tandem tricycle. Mr. was more moving than the words of the
Charles Westmacott will bring it round most eloquent of pleaders. He paused,
ure upon her Hps.
"I should wish to be near and dear to in half an hour. You In front. Yours he stammered, he caught his breath beboth of yvix, said he, as he took her very truly, Charles Westmacott." The tween the words, and He blurted out
in little blunt phrases all the hopes of
whole wa written in a large,
hand. "I thrnlld wish Ida to be smr ale
ter, and yru my wlfa."
aivd schoolboylsh hand, very his heart. If love had not come to her
She onljr stood thin on the nip etrokes and thick on the yet, there was at least pity and symShe said nothing.
looking al him with parted Hps and down, as though care and pains had pathy, which are nearly afcln to it.
Wonder there was also that one so
great, dark, questioning eyes. The ,lawn gone to the fashioning of it.
Strange as was the form, the mean- weak and frail as she should shake this
had vanlshefl away, the sloping gard
ens, the brick villas, the darkening sky ing was clear enough; no Ida hastened strong man so, should have the whole
deciWith half a pal! moon beginning to show to her room, and had hardly slipped on course of his life waiting for her
10-ac- re
her light grey cycling dress when she sion. Her left hand was on the cushion
over the chimney topa All was srone
side!
and
took
He
at
leaned
her
forward
'(n'ly
occupant
of
saw
a
lous
was
the tandem with Its large
const
dark
and she
eannest, pleading face, and of a voice at the door. He handed her up to her it gently In his own. She did not try to
it back from him.
far away, disconnected from hersolf, tiaddle with a more solemn and thought- draw
"May
I have it," said he, "for life?"
telling
iho.w
maw
face
woman
him,
and
of
was
a
a
wilth
ful
usual
than
the voice
"Oh, do attend to your steering," said
he laved her. He was unhappy, said (he a few moments later they were flying
Any one of
along the beautiful, smooth suburban she, smiling round at him; "and don't
voice, his life was a void; he had come
to the parting of the ways, here lay hap- roads In the direction of Forest Hill. say any more about this today. Please
to
public
"Aren't you tired?" she asked, glanc- don't!"
piness and honor, and all that was high
"When shall I know, then?"
g
ing over her shoulder and turning toand noble; there lay the
I will sell
"Oh, tonight, tomorrow, I don't know.
round, the lonely life, the base pursuit wards him' a little pink ear, a fluffy
somemust
I
Clara.
about
Talk
ask
twinkling
eye
curl,
golden
money,
and
sordid,
one
He
blue
aims.
selfish
the
of
reasonable
thing else."
needed but the hand of the woman that from the very corner of its lid.
they
something
And
did
talk
about
"Not a bit. I am just getting my
he loved to lead him Into the better
else; but her left hand was still enpath. AniS how he loved her his life owing. "
In his, and he knew, without askclosed
You
strong?
to
be
Pie loved her for her
"Isn't it wonderful
would show.
sweetness, for her womanliness, for always remind me of a steam engine." ing again, that all was well.
"Why a steam engine?"
( TO BB CONTINUED.)
her strength. He had need of her. Would
"Well, because it is ko powerful, and
she come to him? And then of a sudden a she listened It came home to her reliable, and unreasoning. Well, I didn't
Arc They AH Tender?
that the man was Harold Denver, and mean that last, you know, but but
By command of the emperor of Rusthat she was the woman, and that all you know what I mean. What Is the sia three enormous volumes, bound In
God's work was very beautiful the matter with you?"
black seal, with purple silk linings, and
"Why?"
green award beneath her feet, the ruBt-lln- g
another
in red seal with white linings,
"Because you have something on your all with massive clasps In gold and silleaves, the long orange plashes in
laughed
not
once."
have
You
sky.
spoke;
She
the western
she scarce mind.
ver, have been filled with cuttings from
He broke Into a gruesome laugh. "I the entire American press referring to
knew what the broken wordo were,
hut she saw tti JJfht of Joy shin? out am quite jolly," said he.
the Illness and death of the late cw.
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HAMILTON.

MORGAN

Yl. COVAN

AND UNDERTAKERS.
NEW MEXICO.

PAEMINGTON,

Farmington Saloon,
HILL,

E3.

riroirietoir.

Wines, Liq

us
-

FARMINGTON,

and

dps.

NEW MEXICO.

The Smelter City Brewing Association.

blue-blac-

Manufacturers of

f

Pure, Wholesome, Home Brewed Beer, and

the only Pure Ice in the market,

Durango,

-

Colorado

uood News!

take this opportunity to announce
that I will be prepared to furnish
water to irrigate the mesa north
of Farmington this Spring.
And I have several more of those

iff'

Beautiful

red-head-

5a;re lots

just north of the public school

loose-Joint-

ed

e
tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
house,
tract with a
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
situated on tho county road.

the

soul-killin-

40-acr-

80-ac- re

2-ro-

om

these pieces of property is close enough
school for children to attend.
this land with Ditch Stock to water it at
prices and on very easy terms.

For further information apply to owner,

4&

iyAAD

OF

SUNSHINE.

ONE OF TUB GARDEN SPOTS
OF THB WORLD.
Fertile Soil Abundant Water and
Otber Inducements Offered
to Home Seekers.

ware brought to this place there is
no better pter of laud for raising
deciduous fruits. It U protected,
fertile sod beautiful.
TBS

LA PI. ATA

VAI.LIT.

The La Plata river flows in a deep,
sandy bed, and its waters generally
disappear in tbe last week in August
or the first week of September. On
the upper part of this river after it
enters ban Juan county tuere are
about 8000 acres cultivated; and at
Jackson, near its
there is
a small Mormon colony who till
about 1000 acres. The river has an
average fall of forty feet to the mile.
is about thirty feet wide and baa a
mean average flow of about 260 cubic
feet per second. Tbe ultimate reclamation of lands in the La Plata
valley will be large.
mid-cour- se,

Frm N. M. Bursal! of Immigration Report.
Tbia county is one of the garden
pots of the world, and lies on the
western slope of the great
divide, being part of tbe Pa.
Aside from its great
cific
resources as an agricultural and stock
our try its scenery ia very beautiful.
On all sides great rocky masses,
broken into picturesque formations,
axe to be Been across wide, fertile
alleys. The county is watered by
Jaree large rivers, and from their
junction below Farmington tbe view
ia grand and impressive.
conti-aeut-

al

water-shed-

ON

FARM LAND

THI

SAN

JUAN.

ACTUAL WATER RESOURCES.

It

will be seen from tbe foregoing

that there are available from these
three rivers 6250 cubic feet of water
per second. At tbe low estimate of
160 acres to each cubic foot, this is
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres
According to a county
of land

In this valley, from a point about pamphlet issued for circulation at
ten miles above Largo, there is a the World's fair, there are 175,000
In
arrow strip of bottom land on each acres available for irrigation.

aide of the river. At the town of
Largo the river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas and bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The most important of these tracts
re known as the Bloomtield and Solomon mesas, which, with the bottom
lands under them, will aggregate
somewhat over 20.000 acres. They
are on the north side of the rivwr.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the mesa lauds are broken
nto detached plateaus rather difhcult
The A nun - and La
to irrigate
empty
Plata
into the San Juan near
Farmington. On the two points of
land formed by the river are about
12,000 or 15.000 acres of tine laud all
under ditch. Begiuning then at the
snouth of the La Plata and for twenty
miles down the lan Juan, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (a
line of low hills) there is a continuous series f Minnas with about a mile
wide of b Li ui l.ind A little over
15 000 hei a ar now under ditch. To
the north of this are a series of high
meadows, oi v)gis, estimated to contain 44.000 acres. Besides this, and
to be property cousirtered in the San
Juau basin, are tbe lands on either
side of the Canon Largo, Canon
Blanco arm Canoe (jallego, These
will include the land along the river
and down t" ttie smb. correction
line, ncrth; outh of this line there
are twent.v four townships of land,
the water facilities of which are only
about the average of the arid region.
They are covered by the headwaters
of the Uio Chaco or CIkisco and the
Amarilto. At present this land is
devoted to cattle aud sheep raising,
but the prospects ,f using a cousid
erablearaof this land for agriculture
are very favorable. At present there
is no d mHiul for it and most of it is
public laud.
It may be said, therefore, that in
the immediate San Juau valley there
are about 60.000 acres of land, about
50,000 acres of which are now under
ditch, A large area outside of this,
on thi high mesas, is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ul mutely be
added to the irrigable area by means
of high line ditches.

addition to the value of the water for
irrigation, it is a constant source of
water power. The San Juan and
Animas are constant streams, not
affected by tue most enduring drouth.
The wasted power of their waters
would furnish beat, light aud elec
trical motive force far in excess of
any possible need of this county. At
present the only use made of all this
wealth of water is to irrigate about
25,000 acres, the larger part of which
is under ditches owned by small associations of farmers.

a-

i

THE ANIMAS VALLEY.

The Animas river enters the county
juat est of the 108th meridian. It
ib formed by the junction of two important torrential streams, and will
irriii&te, if properly handled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of this amount
10,000 or 12,000 aeres are already
under ditch, auJ it would not be wie
to advise large settlement on any
new lands, unless some scheme were
devised by which the whole amount
of the water could be handled by
eome comprehensive authority. This
river flews thirty miles within San
Juan county. The farming lands
begin at Coz's crossing and take in a
strip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles in width and
about twenty five miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum flow of
2000 cubic feet per second. One of
the peculiaiitiet- of this and tbe San
Juan river is that the bottoms are
composed of beds of small, round,
water-wor- n
boulders of unknown
depth. More water flows iu this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in tbe river valley' proper
there are about 18,000 acres of good
land, the most important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
Vista.
-

FARMINGTON OLADE.

Besides the valley of tbe Animas
there is an important area of land
included iu the Farmington Glade,
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It is a strip of
country two or three miles wide by
eighteen miles loug. It will aggregate 25,000 acres of good irrigable
rand well adapted to fruit raising.
In the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of Aztec, is a flne body
of pnbUfl l.ind, subject to desprt
land entry, that would make homes
for a small colony. Tbe ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in tbe hillside affords
osyeitrance to tke glade. If water

AZTEC.

i

The raidern civilization has followed the same lines of settlement as
did the ancient. Aztec is the couuty
seat, situated on the southeast bank
of the Animas. It has a bank, several
large stores, hotel and livery and
stage stables. The county jail is a
well built, steel lined adobe structure.
The surrounding country is well
cultivated, the farms extending up
aud down the river for several miles
At this point the valley ib about two
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain,
potatoes and all the root crops give
abundant harvests. Apples and tomatoes seem peculiarly adapted to
tbe soil. Tbe population of tbe town
and surrounding .'ountry is between
550 and 600 persons.
FLORA VI8TA.

This little village and vicinity has

a population of about 250 souls. It
is situated at about the widest part
of the Animas valley, seven miles
from Aztec, raises the same crops

Crap and Pricaa of 1S93.
a French laudscipe than a western
community as yet removed from
The following table shows the fruit
railroads, and ten years ago given yield of tbe county and average marover to the Indians as a hunting
ground. Alfalfa and fruit are the ket price of 1893:
principal productions. This part of
TIILIi
the county is a very picture in its
Aztecs
bushehv...-OaWheat,
The
J4.2
picturesque fertility.
I .8!
5
.7f
mm
also thought well of it, and many of Corn
as.uoo
.15
Barley
of
"
Hl.UUO
.75
their monuments in the shape
PoUtoai "
a) aw
.85
hmh
rudely pictured and sculptured rocks Unions
"
1,25
l&.o o
'".
Tomatoes"
15001
1.75
abound.
U

Apples, pounds............
Peaches, "
,m
iin

CROPS

J HI 6

......

HOO.000

.01

250,000
7,500

.04
.08

05
40,00
Tha first trees were planted in this I'lume " ......... ...
"
5,0Ui
.15
county ten vears ago, and as an ex (4Cherries
"
rapes
100 00
periment seemed very doubtful. Tbe Strawberries, qusrts...
aspberriea
"
J
first settlers were principally cattle Blackberries "
.20
farming.
"
.90
Currants
men, who knew little about
"
.08
Oooeeborries
They profited by their first mistakes,
however, and prospered, so that tbe
Besides tbe produce mentioned in
reputation of these valleys is known

2

the foregoing table the" county pro
duced 35,000 pounds of honey at an
average price of 12$ cents a pound,
and 30.000 tons of alfalfa bay which
averaged $5 per ton.

all over the southwest. The southern
towns of Colarado, outside the San
Luis valley, are almost wholly supplied from the San Juan orchards.
So remunerative has fruit culture
proved that in 1891 23.000 trees were
planted, and iu 1892 about 50.000
The planting of 1893 is not yet accurately known, but will show a ratio
of progress. Last year at ihe Albuquerque Territorial fair the fruits of
this county took the sweepstakes
prize. The peaches in some instances
measured nine inches in circumference, apples thirteen to fourteen
inches and weighed sixteen to nineteen ounces. Single acres of fruit
land return from $400 to $500; and
in one orchard near Farmington are
three trees, of whose yield an ac
curate account has beea kept for four
years past, that show an average re
turn of $53 per tree.
Cereals of all kinds are grown here,
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per
acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 30
to 60 bushels; rye, 15 to 30 bushels;
corn, 25 to 50 bushels. A ready sale
is found at good priced. Current
prices for 1893 were a follows;
Wheat, per cwt.,$1.40; oats, $1.50;
barley. $1.40; corn, $1.50; bran, p- -r
ton, $18 Vegetables of every variety
flourish, from the hardier varieties,
such as Irish potatoes, turnips aud
beets, to the more tender melons, egg
plants, tomatoes, etc.

Questions Answered.

Irrigation is the limt, means of fer
tilizing land.
Every kind of deciduous fruit cau
be raised here.

As a fruit raisins: country the San
Juan has no equal,
Wat. r can be put on arid land at a

cost of from $2 to $15 per acre.
New Mexico took first prize for
wheat at the World's fair, and secoud
for oats.
The last census gives thirty acres
as the average size of an irrigated
farm in New Mexico.
Ah a health resort for persons with
weak lungs San Juan county has
few peers and no superiors.
Rough lumber here i worth $25
per thousand, brick $8 per ihonsaud.
and lime 40 cents pir
Fire clHy is found in large qnanti-- i
bn-h-

el

$1800.00

ties oa the lowr Sro Jqkd, nod a arm
quality of fire brick can be manufactured at a nominal cost.
Experts pronounce the Han Juaa
coal as a steam producing coal far
above tbe average, if riot the verjr
best qualfly in the world.
Any information relative to th4
county not. given iu the colomns of
Thk Times will be cheerfully furnished upon application to the pub
lisher.
Water rights in company ditches
cost from $2 to $15 per acre, with en
additional cost of from $1 to $'.? annually p(-- acre to pay for repairs. In
most cases this annual assessment
can be worked out.
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
and other theep diseases are unknown
here. Thousands of acres of government land are contiguous to the
streams and watering places on which
they can graze nearly every month ia
the year. Large huuehes of th
wei,hers can bo fattened on alfalfa
hay during the winter, and the main
flocks earned over on it at a small
cost, thus making sheep raising a
profitable industry. The native sheep
make a most excellent, cross to breed
the mutton producing strains of eastern sheep to.
A tannery is needed and would ba
a good investment in this county
There are over 500,000 acres of
growing wild here It yields
ns high per acre as ten tons wild and
from thirly tons upward under rulti"
vatiou. This plant contains 33J per
cent of tanni" acid, the highest average of uttj know n agent. Tbe tannery w nld be furnished with a boms
supply of tanning matter without
the cost f a cent of freight. Tbil
Cana ngria is being shipped to Europe
at a u si of between, $80 and $109
per ton, several tirtus there using it
for the pit paration of their best
graces of, leather.
r

can-agri-

THE

SAN JUAN COUNTY

$i 50.00 ererjr month given away to any one who sp
plies through us for the most meritorious patent during
the month preceding.

ALFALFA

Mitt

Antes, N. M.

OWEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
Capital StO

$30,000.00

-

We secure the best natenta for our nllnnta.

and the object of this offer is to encourage inventors to
keep track of their bright ideas. At the same time we
wish to impress upon the public the fact that

Is, however, the staple crop in this
county; drouth is not to be feared
and neither froBt nor cold endsogei
it. Owing to the advantageous situ
ation of the county the farmers have
taken to fattening beef cattle. For
this purpose tbe sales of alfalfa are
large, frequently amounting to from
500 to 1000 tons to a single buyer.
From 1891 to 1892 the increase in
alfalfa production amounted 7000
tons. The averave yield per aere is
from 4 to 10 tons.

IT

Does a general

SIMPLE, TRIVIAL INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES,

such as the
which can be easily slid up
and down without breaking tbe passenger's back,

"

"nut-loc-

"bottle-stoppe-

author.

Samuel

r,

' and a thousand other little things that
most
any one can find a way of improving ; and these simple
inventions are the ones that bring largest returns to the

Frank

Patents taken out through us receive special notice in
the " National Recorder, published at Washington,
D. C, which is the Best newspaper published in America
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